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Biography:

Amelia “Chita” Roberts Fry was born in Oklahoma in 1925. She joined the new and innovative Regional Oral History Office (ROHO) at the University of California-Berkeley and went on to become influential in the development of the newly rediscovered practice of oral history. After completing several interview projects documenting California history, she conceived a project focused on surviving suffragists of the National Woman’s Party (NWP). The idea came from a
1961 interview with Sara Bard Field, an NWP stalwart. Fry sought out and persuaded a reluctant Alice Paul to give an extensive interview and also interviewed Paul lieutenant Mabel Vernon and others. These interviews became collectively known as the Suffragists Oral History Project (SOHP); all are available in a searchable format online at http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/ROHO/projects/suffragist/

Fry received a book contract for a biography of Alice Paul around 1980 and spent the remaining years of her life researching the life of Alice Paul, both in America and abroad. Fry generously shared her research with other historians working on similar projects and regularly appeared at conferences to give papers based on her research. By 2005, however, Fry’s health was failing and she turned over her research materials and chapter drafts to J.D. Zahniser. Alice Paul: Claiming Power was published by Oxford University Press in 2014; sadly, Fry had died in 2009. Amelia Fry’s three sons donated the research materials compiled in the process of writing the biography to the Alice Paul Institute.

**SCOPE AND CONTENT:**

The bulk of the Fry Collection consists of material related to the personal history and suffrage activism of Alice Paul; four boxes contain post-1920 material. The collection includes two file boxes of interviews Amelia Fry completed with friends, colleagues, and relatives of Alice Paul; some interviews have been transcribed and Fry kept notes on others. A transcript of the extensive 1971-2 interview with Alice Paul is included in the collection. Also included are transcripts of 1970s-era Alice Paul interviews done by Robert Gallagher, Midge McKenzie, and others; also included are transcripts of interviews with AP associates such as Elsie Hill and Rebecca Reyher.

Documents in the collection primarily consist of photocopies of materials in the National Woman’s Party Papers (Library of Congress), the Alice Paul Papers (Schlesinger Library), and other collections; these include personal and NWP correspondence, genealogical materials, financial records, medical records, photographs, press clippings and NWP and World Woman’s Party documents. The collection includes a small number of original documents from the NWPP and what appear to be original medical records from Alice Paul’s residence in the Greenleaf Nursing Home in Moorestown, NJ, 1975-77. Several folders contain original documents and press clippings related to the Equal Rights Amendment, 1970-82. The collection also includes original correspondence and documents given Fry by Hazel Hunkins Hallinan; some documents in the Hallinan collection unrelated to Alice Paul were given to the Schlesinger Library for addition to their Hallinan Papers.

The Fry Collection holds biographical information about Amelia Fry and photocopies or originals of her published and unpublished work.

Folder titles were created by the archivist as was the arrangement of the files. The arrangement is mostly chronological. Personal correspondence and documents of Alice Paul (AP) are separate from materials related to her work.

The collection is arranged in eight series:
Series A: Amelia Roberts Fry biographical information and writings

Series I: Alice Paul personal and family history, 1800-1912

Series II. Congressional Union and National Woman’s Party Records, 1913-1920

Series III. National Woman’s Party, World Woman’s Party and other post-1920s records

Series IV. Alice Paul personal and family records, 1920-1977

Series V. Oral histories and biographical files

Series VI. Photographs

Series VII. Interview Tapes

Key to Abbreviations:

AP: Alice Paul
API: Alice Paul Institute, Mount Laurel, NJ
APP: Alice Paul Papers, Schlesinger Library, Harvard University
DS: Doris Stevens Papers, Schlesinger Library
ERA: Equal Rights Amendment
FHL: Friends History Library, Swarthmore College
ILO: International Labour Organization
NAWSA: National American Woman Suffrage Association
NYPL: New York Public Library
SL: Schlesinger Library
SOHP: Suffragists Oral History Project, Bancroft Library, Berkeley, CA
WWP: World Woman’s Party

Series A: Amelia Roberts Fry biographical information and writings (3 folders)
Series I: Alice Paul (AP) personal and family history, 1800-1912 (113 folders)

These folders include genealogical research into the Paul and Parry families, notably family trees; printed material related to Alice Paul’s education; her freshman year college diary; theses from the New York School of Philanthropy and the University of Pennsylvania; school/college transcripts; correspondence, notably AP’s letters from England, 1907-1910; press clippings from America and abroad.

Some material covers the history of Philadelphia area Quakers and the history of Moorestown, NJ and its Quaker community, also correspondence between Quaker historian Margaret Hope Bacon and Amelia Fry.

The folders also include available transcripts from interviews with AP relatives and school friends as well as their correspondence with Amelia Fry.

Other materials related to AP’s personal life are located in Series IV.

Series II. Congressional Union and National Woman’s Party Records, 1913-1920 (219 folders)

Series II primarily consists of photocopies from the NWPP correspondence records and some from membership, financial, prison, executive committee, and press records; there is one folder of NWP biographies as well.

Supplementing NWPP records are selected materials from the Records of the National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA), the Woman’s Journal and the Woodrow Wilson Papers.

Series III. National Woman’s Party, World Woman’s Party and other post-1920s records (94 folders)

Series III is an uneven collection of documents relating to NWP and WWP activities in the post-1920 era. Material on the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) begins in the 1920s but documents are sparse until the 1960s. Press clippings are numerous in the 1920s, less so in the 30s-50s, with many more included beginning in the 1960s, particularly on the progress of the ERA.

The 1920s folders hold mostly NWP correspondence, but letters from other collections, including the Helen Hunt West, Lucia Grimes, and Mary Eastwood Papers, are interleaved. Three folders of correspondence are not interleaved with NWP letters: one holds selected material from the Jane Norman Smith Papers relating to her interaction with AP and the NWP. Also in two separate folders are documents from the Mary Anderson Papers relating to her interaction with the NWP, 1920-1950.

Much of the 1930s materials consists of official documents from NWP efforts, including folders on the ERA, work with the League of Nations, the International Labour Office, and the League’s
Women’s Committee on Nationality. Included is material from the League’s Committee of Experts on the Status of Women. Notable in this period is a diary kept by Amy Ransome, who travelled with AP to the 1937 League of Nations conference. The creation of the World Woman’s Party is adequately documented with letters and other papers. Three folders include correspondence related to AP’s efforts with feminist war refugees and her later correspondence with them; one folder includes Fry’s interviews with one refugee and a related individual. Several folders contain material related to AP associates in 1930s Geneva.

1940s material includes one folder each of NWP (original documents), WWP correspondence, ERA documents and press clippings. One folder provides information about AP’s work at the United Nations in this period. Other folders include material from the Katharine A. Norris Papers and the Carl Hayden Papers, both AP associates. Three folders hold Fry notes on her interviews with other AP associates, Winona McGuire, Evelyn Samras Judge, and Ernestine Powell. The interviews themselves are in File Box 3.

The 1950s folders contain NWP and WWP correspondence and documents as well as ERA documents and period press clippings. One folder concerns AP’s work at the United Nations and includes a letter from Eleanor Roosevelt praising the NWP. Correspondence between AP and Meta Heller is held in one folder and Fry notes about her interview with NWP employee Annette Tripiciano comprise another folder; the interview tape/CD is in File Box 3.

1960s folders also contain NWP and ERA correspondence and documents. Materials related to the UN Commission on the Status of Women comprise one folder; the U.S. Commission documents comprise another folder. Documents relating to Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act are included in one folder. Fry interviewed AP associate Barbara Ireton and a folder includes interview notes and correspondence with Fry. Fry also interviewed Belmont House resident Jan Simko. Again, the interview tapes/CDs are in File Box 3.

The 1970s folders include NWP and ERA correspondence, documents, and press clippings, primarily. AP correspondence is ERA-related. The collection of original press clippings is excellent for this era. Folders also include Fry notes and correspondence related to her interviews with Meta Grace Keebler; Letha Mae Glover; Mrs. Butler Franklin; Nellie Gray; and Connie Scott. A partial transcript of Fry’s interview with Peg Edwards is included. The taped interviews are in File Box 3.

**Series IV. Oral histories, memoirs and biographical information** (80 folders)

Fry’s association with other oral historians resulted in her holding transcripts from a number of interviews with Alice Paul completed by others in the 1960s and 1970s. Transcripts from interviews by Robert Gallagher, Marjorie Nelson, Midge McKenzie, Joan Hoff-Wilson and Edward King are included. Other folders contain transcripts of Fry’s interviews with Rebecca Reyher and Hazel Hallinan, both part of the SOHP project as are two brief memoirs about Belmont House life in the 1960s. An editing transcript of the 1971-72 Fry interview with Alice Paul is also included here.
Biographical information on Fry associates comprises one box of materials. Some files are the result of research into that person’s papers, e.g. Doris Stevens.

**Series V. Alice Paul personal records, 1920-1977** (14 folders)

This series includes a handful of AP personal letters to and from family and associates, 1920-death. Most of the material collected relates to AP’s final years, when concern about her finances and health mounted. There is an excellent collection of articles about AP. One folder documents Fry’s attempts to get help for AP and there is correspondence about where AP’s papers would be housed. Another folder consists of apparently original AP medical records from her final years.

**Series VI. Photographs** (7 folders)

This series contains photocopies of little-seen photos and also photographic prints.

**Series VII. Interview Tapes**

Amelia Fry made copies of her 1972 oral history with Alice Paul. A reel-to-reel and cassette copy are included here. API has purchased the audio files of the 1972 oral history and a transcript of the interview is available in this collection and online.

Amelia Fry recorded interviews with a number of Alice Paul classmates and relatives in the 1980s; these tapes await transfer to CD format. The transcripts for these interviews are included in Series I.

Donald Paul, Alice Paul’s nephew and sole heir, recorded conversations with Paul in the last years of her life. Some of the conversations include other people. These conversations have not been transferred to CD or transcribed.

Amelia Fry recorded interviews with a number of post-1920 Paul associates. These tapes await transfer to CD format. Some transcripts and Fry notes are included in Series III and IV.

These persons, organizations, and topics are documented in this collection:

Abbeythune
Ainge, Edith
Allender, Nina
Anderson, Mary
Babcock, Caroline Lexow
Bacon, Margaret Hope
Barrett, Rachel
Beard, Mary Ritter
Belmont, Alva Erskine Smith Vanderbilt
Bertram, Anna Smedley
Blatch, Harriot Stanton
Bond, (Dean) Elizabeth
Bye, Gerald
Campbell, Jane
Catt, Carrie Chapman
Chittick, Elizabeth
Christian Scientists
Citizenship (International law)
Congressional Union for Woman Suffrage (1913-16; 1980-1, U.S.)
Conrow, Engle
Couch, Esther Garwood
Crumb, Sarah
Day, Katharine Beach
Denny, Dorothy Detzer
Dock, Lavinia
DuBrow, Mary
Eastwood, Mary
Edwards, Peg
Equal rights amendments--United States
Feminism
Feyerherm, Miriam
Flanagan, Catherine
Franklin, Mrs. Butler
Fry, Amelia R.
Gallagher, Robert
Ghandi, Mohandas
Gibson, Clementine Hulburt
Giesecke, Agnes Smedley
Glover, Letha Mae
Gray, Nellie
Grimes, Lucia V.
Hagar, Charles
Hallinan, Hazel Hunkins
Havemeyer, Louise
Hayden, Carl
Heldring Bye, Mietza
Heller, Meta
Hill, Elsie Mary
Hoff-Wilson, Joan
Howland, Emily
Hunkins Hallinan, Hazel
Inter-American Commission of Women
International American Conference
International Labour Organization
International law
Ireton, Barbara
Jones, Margaret
Judge, Evelyn Samras
Keebler, Meta Grace
Kelley, Florence
Kleeck, Mary Van
King, Edward R.
Lawyers
League of Nations. Committee of Experts on the Status of Women
League of Nations. Women's Consultative Committee on Nationality
Lewis, Dora Kelly
Lippincott, Elizabeth
Leonard, Margery
London School of Economics
Lowy, Henrietta
Luce, Clare Boothe
Maitland, Elsie
Malone, Dudley Field
Maloney, Paul
Martin, Anne
Mathews, Burnita Shelton
McFarland, Lidie
McGuire, Winona
McKenzie, Midge
McNally, Myra
Milholland, Inez
Moore, Beatrice Hawthorne
Moores town (NJ) Friends School
NAACP
National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA)
National Association of Colored Women’s Clubs (NACWC)
National Woman's Party
Nationality issues and women
Nearing, Scott
Nelson, Marjorie
New York School of Philanthropy
Non-violent protest
Norris, Katharine A.
Olmsted, Mildred Scott
Pankhurst, Christabel, Dame
Pankhurst, Emmeline
Park, Maud Wood
Parker, Carl William
Parry, Anita
Parry, John
Parry, Susanna
Parry, William
Paul family
Paul, William Mickle
Paul, Abigail
Paul, Alice
Paul, Donald
Paul, Hannah
Paul, Mickle
Paul, Parry
Paul, Tacie Parry
Paul, William Mickle
Pethick-Lawrence, Emmeline,
Philbrook, Mary
Pollitzer, Anita
Poole, Louise Fahnstock
Powell, Ernestine
Quakers
Ransome, Amy C., ca.1872-1942
Reyes, Consuelo
Reyher, Rebecca
Robbins, Calvin
Robbins, Lewis
Robbins, Richard
Rogers, Elizabeth Selden
Schooley, Jane Wells
Scott, Connie
Scott, James Brown
Settlement houses, U.S. and U.K.
Sex discrimination against women--Law and legislation
Shaw, Anna Howard
Simko, Jan
Smith, Jane Norman
Social movements
Social protest
Social workers
Society of Friends
Spencer, Thelma
Stevens, Doris
The Suffragist (U.S.)
Swarthmore College
Swing, Peter Gram
Thompson, Clara Louise
Title VII, 1964 Civil Rights Act
Tripiciano, Annette
Tumulty, Joseph
United Nations Charter
United Nations Committee on the Status of Women
University of Pennsylvania
Vernon, Mabel
*Votes for Women* (U.K.)
Watkins, Izetta Jewel Miller
Weed, Helena Hill
West, Helen Hunt
White, Edith Lewis
Wiley, Anna Kelton
Wilson, Joan Hoff
Wilson, Woodrow
Winsor, Mary
Woodbrooke Study Centre (UK)
Women (International law)
Women--Employment
Women--Legal status, laws, etc.
Women's rights
Women’s Social and Political Union (UK)
Women--Suffrage--Great Britain
Women--Suffrage--United States
Women--Suffrage--World
World Woman's Party
Wynner, Edith
Younger, Maud

Materials are included in this collection from the following archival collections:

Mary Anderson Papers
Florence A. Armstrong Papers
Harriot Stanton Blatch Papers, NYPL
Columbia University Archives
Mary Eastwood Papers
Friends Historical Library, Swarthmore College
Lucia V. Grimes Papers
Carl Hayden Collection
Elsie Mary Hill Papers
London School of Economics Archives
Emma Guffey Miller Papers
Mooresstown Friends School Archives
Museum of London Archives
National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA) Papers
National Archives
National Woman’s Party (NWP) Papers
Katharine August Norris Papers
CONTAINER LIST:

Box 1:

Series A: Amelia Roberts Fry biographical information and writings
Folder A: Amelia Roberts Fry Biographical Information
Folder B: Amelia Roberts Fry Writings, including flash drive of research notes moved from Box 15
Folder C: List of NWP materials given by Fry to Library of Congress, 1987

Series I: Alice Paul personal and family history, 1800-1912
Folders 1-5: 19th Century Quaker faith
Folder 2: Miscellaneous research & notes on Quaker women
Folder 3: Miscellaneous research, correspondence with Margaret Hope Bacon & notes on AP’s Quaker faith
Folder 4: Correspondence with and articles by Margaret Hope Bacon re AP as Quaker
Folder 5: Research photocopies and notes re African-Americans and Quakers

Folders 6-9: Moorestown, NJ
Folder 6: Research notes, “Cinnaminson Township” excerpt from county history by Wm. Parry; notes on Moorestown contacts and list of materials at Burlington County Historical Society; list of Moorestown newspapers 18th century-1970
Folder 7: Miscellaneous Moorestown maps 1876, 1885, 1969
Folder 8: Moorestown directories c. 1900
Folder 9: Mt. Laurel history article by Picken/Greenberg; 1929 DeCou book on Moorestown; and 1953 *NJ Bell* article on Moorestown by Robert H. Yard; Brinton on Wm. Bacon Evans (raised in Moorestown)

**Folders 10-13: Moorestown Friends, Friends School & town library**
Folder 10: School catalogs, photos, 1975 history of MFS by Harrie B. Price, Minutes of MFS FND Society, 1897-1901; undated index of MFS archives
Folder 11: MFS records specific to AP including report card, FND society minutes, class lists and photos
Folder 12: Excerpt from Darlington history of Moorestown Free Library; notes from library accession book in AP’s time
Folder 13: Notes from *Friends Intelligencer* (Philadelphia publication) in AP’s era, excerpt from centennial pamphlet of Moorestown Meeting, miscellaneous notes re Moorestown Quakers

**Folders 14-17: Paul-Parry family history & genealogy**
Folder 14: Family trees by AP, Fry, and Paul-Parry family members; P-P families in Moorestown Meeting records and Encyclopedia of Quaker Genealogy; notes
Folder 15: Miscellaneous notes and excerpts from genealogical histories of Paul ancestors
Folder 16: Articles and internet research on the Flushing Remonstrance
Folder 17: AP correspondence related to genealogy from 1937 and 1958; AP application to DAR which traces her ancestry; AP birth certificate

**Folder 18-33: Tacie Parry Paul and William Mickle Paul family and near relations**
Folder 18: Obituaries, photo of Parry mansion and Parry family, letter to Tacie Parry Paul from John Parry
Folder 19: Paul family tree, 1885 NJ census and 1900 census records of Wm Paul household, a few family letters, chronology of AP siblings
Folder 21: AP birth certificate from NJ registrar, copy of page from AP childhood record book, info on AP childhood books
Folder 22: Parry Paul: Undated letter from Will Paul to brother Parry, note on Parry deeding property to Tacie, note from Fry phone interview with Parry friend, copy from SL F210 of Parry Paul record book

Folder 23: Info on Will Paul from Friends Intelligencer, M. Jones phone interview, notes on records from George School, 1958 will

Folder 24: Helen Paul: at Wellesley and as alum, Penn, Woodbrooke; copies from SL of correspondence from HP to AP in 1907-8, 1917; 1947 HP letter for NWP; Fry notes on Helen and Alice living together, info on HP finances from Donald Paul records; death certificate

Folder 25: Tacie Paul diary and scrapbook from SL, 1919-1930

Folder 26: William Mickle Paul obituaries, genealogical notes, will, correspondence

Folder 27: W M Paul siblings’ obituaries, new articles, research notes

Folder 28: Tacie Parry Paul research notes incl. info from Swarthmore, phone interviews

Folder 29: Alice Stokes Parry (AP maternal grandmother) research notes, copy of portrait and marriage certificate

Folder 30: William Parry (AP maternal grandfather) research notes incl. Meeting Minutes and Swarthmore founding; profile in county history; Cinnaminson Township centennial pamphlet

Folder 31: Tacy Jarrett Stokes (AP maternal great-grandmother) research notes and biography from 1882 memorial; original of memorial booklet

Folder 32: Charles Stokes (AP maternal great-grandfather) research notes and biography from 1882 memorial, correspondence to/from Elias Hicks, article on Stokes family in NJ from NJ genealogical magazine

Folder 33: William Smith (ancestor in Parry line) research notes, info from researcher Sue Wallace

Folders 34-47: Interviews and information from Paul family relatives and friends

(Original tapes in Box 27)

Folder 34: Topic index to Fry interview transcripts by Zahniser

Folder 35: Myra McNally (Wellesley classmate of Helen Paul) correspondence to/from Fry; Wellesley College newspaper articles c. 1911; transcript of Fry interview with McNally

Folder 36: Notes on phone calls with Margaret Jones (MFS classmate of Parry Paul); transcript of Fry interview with Jones, which includes material on 1930s and 1940s

Folder 37: Transcript of group interview 18 Oct 1972 with Eliz. Lippincott, Engle Conrow, Helen Wallace; David Robbins, Anita and John Parry with Fry topic index

Folder 38: Transcript of phone interview with Walter Gardiner 16 Sept 1980
Folder 39: Correspondence between Engle Conrow and Fry; transcript of phone interview with Conrow 16 Sept 1980

Folder 40: Partial transcript of phone interview with Calvin Robbins 2 Nov 1980; correspondence between Fry and L. Calvin Robbins

Folder 41: Partial transcript of phone interview with Paul Maloney 27 Apr and 19 Dec 1980

Folder 42: Transcript of phone interview with Richard Robbins 12 Feb 1981; correspondence between Fry and R. Robbins

Folder 43: Transcript of interview of Lewis Robbins by P. Knorr & J. Suplee 17 Nov 1980; correspondence between Fry and L. Robbins

Folder 44: Correspondence between Fry and Anita/John Parry

Folder 45: Correspondence between Fry and Suzanne Wallace

Folder 46: Correspondence with Jean Daggett Paul and Donald Paul (Parry Paul’s wife & son) and research notes

Folder 47: Letters to Fry from Rebecca Lippincott and Frances L. Alexander

Box 2: Alice Paul’s Education, 1901-07, 1911-12: Swarthmore, New York School of Philanthropy, University of Pennsylvania

Folders 48-64: Swarthmore, 1901-05

Folder 48: Fry notes on AP transcripts 1901-5; notes on AP activities in college, including Ivy Poet

Folder 49: AP freshman year diary (SL); excerpt from Lidie McFarland’s diary of same year; map of Parrish Hall East Wing rooms

Folder 50: Fry notes on AP classmates; questions asked in interviews

Folder 51: Correspondence from Anna Smedley Bertram

Folder 52: Correspondence from Esther Garwood Couch

Folder 53: Correspondence from/to Clementine Hulburt Gibson

Folder 54: Correspondence from/to Agnes Smedley Giesecke; transcript of phone interview 5 Oct 1980 w/ consent form, 1982 article on Giesecke

Folder 55: Correspondence from/to Louise Fahnstocke Poole; transcript of interview; copy of Poole’s memoir of Swarthmore
Folder 56: Correspondence from/to Cooper Walker, son of Amelia Himes Walker; obit of AHL; copies of AHL letters from notables; handwritten transcript of phone interview with C. Walker; AHL notes inside *Jailed for Freedom*

Folder 57: Correspondence from Fry research aide re interview with Edith Lewis White

Folder 58: Fry notes on Lidie McFarland diary and copy of single page

Folder 59: Swarthmore College Bulletins and catalog excerpts, 1901-05; photos of college campus (FHL)

Folder 60: *The Halcyon*, 1903-06; Fry notes on FHL Swarthmore clipping scrapbooks

Folder 61: Unpublished Swarthmore histories by Zoellick, Price, Hull, Babbidge, and Morikawa

Folder 62: Published Swarthmore histories by Densmore, Morikawa, Zoellick and Gillespie, *Swarthmore Remembered* (which includes essays from AP classmates); Swarthmore Alumni Register copy listing William Parry as member of founders committee

Folder 63: Research notes on Dean Elizabeth Bond; her journal (FHL); partial copy of Emily Cooper Johnson, *Dean Bond of Swarthmore* (1927)

Folder 64: *Friends Intelligencer* articles 1901-07 and Zahniser notes on same

**Folders 65-8:** *College Settlement House & New York School of Philanthropy, 1905-06*

Folder 65: AP letters to family (SL)

Folder 66: Charity Organization Society (COS) Records from Columbia University Library

Folder 67: NYC period maps for Lower East Side

Folder 68: AP attendance certificate from NYSP; research notes on AP transcript from NYSP; AP thesis from NYSP. Copies of NYSP Handbook for 1905-06; NYSP 1911-12 alumni register; Hilda Worthington Smith chapter from *Opening Vistas in Workers Education*; Edward Devine article from 1905 *Charities*

**Folders 69-77:** *University of Pennsylvania, 1906-07 & 1911-12*

Folder 69: Photocopied materials relating to Penn campus and co-education in 1906-07: research notes from Daily Pennsylvanian; *Educational Review* articles on co-education; photos of Penn campus

Folder 70: Penn graduate school catalogs 1910-12; Penn histories; research notes and materials related to on grad students contemporaneous with AP

Folder 71: Materials relating to AP at Penn 1906-07 and 1911-12 including transcript, fee statements, abstract of thesis; degree award; *Franklin’s Daughters* article on AP at Penn

Folder 72: (In Oversize Box 1) AP Penn thesis draft, abstract and related correspondence

Folder 73: AP speeches and articles 1910-12
Folder 74: Biographical essay on Simon Patten (Penn prof.) and two articles on his work

Folder 75: Penn records and archives relating to Clara Louise Thompson, AP roommate

Folder 76: Correspondence between Fry and Scott and Helen Nearing; Nearing 1910 speech

Folder 77: Materials related to Carl William Parker including Cornell alumni record; his biog from dissertation; research notes; 1917 letter to AP and transcript of 1912 letter to AP

No Folder 78

Box 3: Alice Paul’s Education & Activism in Germany and England,

June 1907-January 1910

AP letters from Alice Paul Papers, SL

Folder 79: AP letters from Germany

Folder 80: Documents and correspondence related to Birmingham c. 1907 and social work; Fry research notes

Folder 81: Documents and correspondence related to Quakerism in Britain c.1907 and AP at Woodbrooke, including Woodbrooke catalogs, class book, schedules, student lists, Woodbrooke histories

Folder 82: AP letters from Woodbrooke; some Fry transcriptions; photo print of AP and Nelly Molenaar with Photostat

Folder 83: AP letters, April 1908 through December 1908

Folder 84: London Times articles on June 1908 processions

Folder 85: Fry original photos and negatives of England/Scotland points of AP interest; Fry notes

Folder 86: AP at the London School of Economics (LSE): AP & R. Barrett student records; histories of LSE; catalogs from LSE; bio of Anna Littleboy who ran Friends boarding house

Folder 87: Peel Institute: correspondence and Fry notes; list of settlements and reformers from Reformers Yearbook 1907/09; record of AP’s appointment to Dalston

Folder 88: AP letters, January-May 1909

Folder 89: AP letters, June-December 1909; Jane Wells Schooley 1976 memory of AP meeting Emily Davison before returning home

Folder 90: c. 1910 accounts of militant suffrage movement by Housman, Barrett, Brown, and Jessie Anthony diary excerpt
Folder 91: Letters to/from Tacie Parry Paul re AP imprisonment in Dec 1909, including letters from Mickle Paul, Christabel Pankhurst, and American ambassador to Britain; Tacie Paul account of AP time in England with the Pankhurs and her condition upon return

Folder 92: Documents from the Museum of London on the WSPU, including suffragette prisoner honor roll and inventory of scrapbook collection on suffrage (a few things on AP); folder on WSPU including reproductions of various documents; Keir Hardie tract on woman suffrage from APP; research note on Home Office papers on suffragettes

Folders 93-106: Materials related to sites of AP organizing in Britain, 1909

Folder 93: Fry research notes on the Lippincott Fellowship

Folder 94: Map and press clippings from Norwich, July 1909; Churchill speech; biographical info on Louisa Cullen; Fry notes

Folder 95: Excerpts from the Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi on the suffragettes

Folder 96: Limehouse demonstration; AP summons

Folder 97: Edinburgh materials: period map and photographs; Fry photos from visit; gazetteer entry on city; press clippings on militants and on October 1909 suffrage procession

Folder 98: Glasgow demonstration: articles from the Glasgow Herald; maps and photos of Mitchell Library; excerpt from Letters of Constance Lytton; Fry research notes from trip

Folder 99: Dundee demonstration: Fry photos of jail, town, and Abbeythune; photo prints of jail and cells; correspondence of Fry with Tayside Police; period map and gazetteer entry

Folder 100: Dundee press; Fry notes on interview with Abbeythune’s Tom Lawson; history of Dundee police; brief note on Fife press

Folder 101: Berwick-on-Tweed: press clippings, correspondence with Fry, period map, Fry photos of Berwick and Kirkcaldy, AP court summons

Folder 102: Bermondsey: news clips and flyer announcing AP appearance

Folder 103: Guildhall demonstration: period map and London Times clip

Folder 104: Votes for Women clips, mostly August 1909-October 1909; miscellaneous WSPU handouts

Folder 105: Fry research correspondence with British institutions and individuals about materials available re AP

Folder 106: Microfilm from Sennett Collection, British Library and Fry notes on same

Folders 107-09: American response to AP in Britain and AP activities outside education 1910-12

Folder 107: AP in American newspapers, 1909-1910, including Friends Intelligencer
Folder 108: AP correspondence 1910-12 (non-thesis related): letters to or from AP and Dora Lewis, Henrietta Lowy, Harriot Blatch, JN Smith, Parry Paul, Jane Campbell, Eleanor Brannan

Folder 109: *Woman’s Journal* 1909-10 on AP and other suffrage

Folder 109-10: Clips from Belmont scrapbooks, NWPP, 1911-12, suffrage-related, esp. militancy

Folder 111: Materials relating to suffrage 1900-12 including PA and NJ pamphlet synopses of existing law pertaining to women; NWP history of suffrage document; press articles including *Friends Intelligencer*

Folders AA-BB: Two folders containing log records of microfilm research into NWPP II (including press reels) and NAWSA records, plus Wilson Papers.

Folder CC: Folder containing notes on NWPP Parts 1 and 2 microfilm guide to reels and photocopied excerpts from Part 2 microfilm guide.

**Series II. Congressional Union and National Woman’s Party Papers (NWPP), 1913-1920**

*The National Woman’s Party Papers are archived in three collections, I, II, and III. I and II are available in microfilm. Group III is in the manuscript collections of the Library of Congress. Folders below contain primarily selected documents from NWPP II but also occasional documents from NWPP I, III or the Alice Paul Papers at the Schlesinger Library. Documents are photocopies unless otherwise stated*

** Correspondence may be interleaved with items from other collections. **

**Box 4: 1913**

Folders 112-20a: NWPP II correspondence from December 1912-December 1913

Folder 121: NWPP I correspondence for 1913

Folder 122: Draft of Congressional Committee/Union Annual Report, 1913

Folders 123-25: Press clippings from NWPP late 1912-1913

Folder 126: Press clippings on March 1913 parade from online sources

Folder 127: Clippings from *Woman’s Journal*, December 1912-December 1913

Folder 128: NAWSA records, 1913

Folder 129: NAWSA Convention, November 1913, including convention program

Folder 130: Woodrow Wilson Papers, 1913

Folder 131: *Congressional Record* for 1913
Folder 132: *The Crisis* for 1913 (mostly procession-related)

Folder 133: Congressional hearing on the procession, Mar-April 1913

NO Folders 134, 135, 136

Folder 137: Memoirs of the procession including Fry interview with BP Campbell, Baughman article, excerpts from Slayden’s *Washington Wife*

Folder 138: Materials related to black women’s participation in the 1913 parade, including letter from Howland Papers and information on Adele Logan Alexander

Folder 139: Documents re procession finances

Folder 140: Documents related to Emmeline Pankhurst’s visit to USA, 1913

Folder 141: Documents related to the National Conference of Women Voters, August 1913

Folder 142: Article and research notes on Quaker meeting in the District of Columbia

Folder 143: 1913 era pamphlets/guides on and maps of Washington DC

**Box 5: 1914**

Folders 144-158: NWPP II correspondence, January-December 1914

Folder 159: Two originals of Congressional Union Annual Report for 1914

Folder 160: Documents from NAWSA and NWPP records related to 1914 split

Folder 161: Selected documents from NAWSA records for 1914

Folder 162: Selected clippings from *Woman’s Journal* for 1914

Folder 163-66: Press clippings for 1914 (4 folders)

**Box 6: 1915 (1)**

Folders 166-181: NWPP II correspondence, January-December 1915

Folder 182: NWPP I documents, research notes and log

**Box 7: 1915 (2)**

Folder 183: Selected documents from NAWSA records for 1915

Folder 184: Selected clips from *Woman’s Journal* for 1915
Folders 185-87: 1915 press clippings
Folder 188: Research notes on 1915 Wilson Papers
Folder 189: Selected documents related to 1915 Women Voters’ Convention
Folder 190: “Should there be a Woman’s Party?” by Sylvia Pankhurst, n.d.
Folder 191: Woman Suffrage Hearing before Judiciary Committee, Dec 1915-Jan 1916
Folder 192: Transcript of Fry interview with Sarah Crumb, PA suffrage worker in 1915

Box 8: 1916
Folders 193-205: NWPP correspondence, January-July 1916

Box 9: 1916 (2)
Folders 206-13: NWPP correspondence, August-December 1916
Folder 214: 1916 documents from Woman’s Journal articles
Folder 215: 1916 documents from NAWSA Papers
Folder 216: 1916 press clippings from NWP Papers and other sources
Folder 217: 1916 press clippings from NWP Papers and other sources
Folder 218: 1916 documents from Woodrow Wilson Papers

Box 10: 1917 (1)
Folders 219-232: NWPP correspondence Jan-July 1917 (pro/con letters clipped at front)

Box 11: 1917 (2)
Folders 233-245: NWPP correspondence July-October 1917 (pro/con letters clipped at front)

Box 12: 1917 (3):
Folders 246-252: NWPP correspondence Nov-Dec 1917 (pro/con clipped)
Folder 253: NWPP Part I correspondence and documents Sept-Dec 1917
Folders 254-56: Press clippings and summaries from NWP and NAWSA records
Folder 257: Documents from NAWSA records for 1917
Folder 258: Pertinent *Woman Citizen* articles, 1917
Folder 259: Articles from *The Crisis*, 1917
Folder 260: Articles from *The New Republic*, 1917
Folder 261: Documents from the Wilson Papers, 1917
Folder 262: Documents from the Joseph Tumulty Papers, 1916-1920; excerpt from Tumulty biography by Blum
Folder 263: Picketing data documents from NWPP
Folder 264: District of Columbia Jail records, 1917, source unclear
Folder 265: Suffrage prisoners’ affidavits from NWPP
Folder 266: AP-related prison documents from NWPP and APP
Folder 267: Prison diary possibly authored by Agnes Morey of Maine; original in Maine Women Writers Collection
Folder 268: FBI/Secret Service files, Microfilm 25025, National Archives
Folder 269: David Lawrence 1917 articles on suffrage prisoners and Lawrence/AP letters
Folder 270: (In Oversize Box 1) Original of NWP booklet, “Jailed for Freedom” about the watchfires

**Box 13: 1918**

Folders 271-294: NWPP correspondence; pro-con letters may be clipped at the beginning of folders

**Box 14: end 1918, 1919**

Folder 295: 1918 press clippings from NWPP
Folder 296: 1918 documents from NAWSA records
Folder 297: 1918 documents from Wilson Papers
Folder 298: 1918 documents from *Congressional Record*
Folders 299-309: 1919 documents from NWP correspondence
Folder 310: NAACP related correspondence, early 1919
Folder 311: 1919 documents from NAWSA records
Folder 312: Selected 1919-20 NWP press releases
Folder 313: 1919 documents from Woodrow Wilson Papers
Folder 314: 1919 documents from *Congressional Record*
Folder 315-16: 1919 press clippings from NWPP and other sources

**Box 15: 1920; NWP Records**
Folder 317: NWPP correspondence, Jan-Feb 1920
Folder 317a: Mar-April 1920 NWPP correspondence
Folder 317b: May-June 1920 NWPP correspondence
Folder 317c: July 1920 NWPP correspondence
Folder 317d: August 1920 NWPP correspondence
Folder 317e: Sept-Oct 1920 NWPP correspondence
Folder 318: Nov-Dec 1920 NWPP correspondence
Folder 319: Press clippings from NWPP and other sources, June-Dec 1920
Folder 320: 1920 documents from NAWSA records
Folder 321: 1920 documents from Wilson Papers
Folder 322: Documents related to suffrage statue, including one original document
Folder 323: Member biographies from NWPP
Folder 323a: Alice Paul biographies, 1913-19
Folder 324: NWPP Executive Committee Minutes, 1917-1921 (incomplete)
Folder 325: NWPP Membership Committee Records, 1915-1918 (incomplete)
Folder 326: NWPP Financial Records, 1913-1918 (see 1913 box for parade finances)
Series III. National Woman’s Party, World Woman’s Party and other post-1920s records

Box 16: 1920s

Folder 327: FBI files on the NWP, 1920s-1973, National Archives
Folder 328: Logs for selected 1920s NWPP correspondence
Folder 329: NWPP and NAACP correspondence re 1921 NWP Convention
Folder 330: 1921 Convention Program and conference transcript
Folder 331: 1920s press on the ERA
Folder 332: 1920s NWP documents, including letterhead Women’s Research Foundation (AP was head)
Folder 333: 1921 NWPP correspondence
Folder 334: 1922 NWPP correspondence
Folder 335: 1923 NWPP correspondence
Folder 336: 1924 NWPP correspondence
Folder 337: 1925 NWPP correspondence
Folder 338: 1926 NWPP correspondence
Folder 339: 1927 NWPP correspondence
Folder 340: 1920s press clippings
Folder 341: Documents related to 1920s purchase of Sewall House
Folder 342: 1920s documents from JN Smith Collection (SL)
Folder 343: Documents related to NWP 1929 Convention
Folder 344: (In Oversize Box 2) AP Scrapbook of International Feminist Movement organization, 1920s
Folder 345: Mary Anderson Papers, 1920s
Folder 346: Mary Anderson Papers, 1930-50
Box 17: 1930s

Folder 347: 1930s documents related to Women’s Committee on Nationality

Folder 347a: (In Oversize Box 2) “The Nationality of Women,” by Inter American Commission on Women, December 1933

Folder 348: 1930s correspondence related to Women’s Committee on Nationality

Folder 349: Correspondence and documents re ILO and 1936 Women’s Charter

Folder 349a: (In Oversize Box 2) 1935-6 ILO correspondence

Folder 350: 1931-2 League of Nations and nationality of women, including original L of N report

Folder 351: 1933 documents re Equal Nationality Treaty and US legislation

Folder 352: 1930s Inter American Commission on Women documents, including originals

Folder 353: 1937 League of Nations correspondence and documents, status of women discussions

Folder 354: 1937 diary completed by Amy Ransome while travelling with AP for League of Nation conference

Folder 355: 1930s press clippings

Folder 356: 1930s NWPP correspondence

Folder 357: 1938 correspondence and documents re Committee of Experts on Status of Women

Folder 358: 1930s NWP documents, some originals

Folder 359: 1938 documents and correspondence re NWP Convention

Folder 360: 1930s ERA documents

Folder 361: 1930s documents re World Woman’s Party


Folder 363: 1930s correspondence re refugees, AP and World Woman’s Party

Folder 364: Correspondence re Muller family refugees, including Fry notes of 1984 interview of Jim Muller; 1988 Fry interview with Staffan Rosenberg about 1940 Europe; transcript of Fry 1982 interview with Alice Muller

Folder 365: 1938 and 1940s correspondence re refugee Helene Granitsch

Folder 366: Lola Maverick Lloyd/Edith Wynner: biographical info and NYPL collection info

Folder 367: 1980s transcript of Fry interview with Daw Mya Sein (AP associate 1930s)
Folder 368: Louisa Van Eeghen: 1930-40s AP associate in Geneva: notes on search for her papers
No Folder 369

Box 18: 1940s
Folder 370: 1940s press clippings
Folder 370a: 1930s-40s, AP biographical articles
Folder 371: NWP documents 1940s
Folder 371a: (In Oversize Box 2) Original NWP documents and correspondence, 1940s
Folder 371b: Late 1940s documents and correspondence re NWP legal battle, late 1940s
Folder 371c: Bequests to NWP or AP, 1940s+
Folder 372: 1940s correspondence
Folder 373: ERA documents, 1940s, including originals
Folder 373a: (In Oversize Box 2) Original *Equal Rights* issues, 1936, 1948, 1949, 1953, 1954
Folder 374: 1940s World Woman’s Party documents, including original letterhead
Folder 375: 1940s documents related to the United Nations and women
Folder 376: 1940s documents from Katharine August Norris Papers
Folder 377: Late 1940s and 1950s documents from Carl Hayden
Folder 377a: Documents from Miriam Y. Holden Papers re NWP eliciting African-American support for ERA
Folder 377b: List of documents held by Hazel Davis re ERA in Nebraska
Folder 378: Evelyn Samras Judge-Fry interview notes and correspondence
Folder 379: Winona McGuire, AAUW ERA worker 1940s+: correspondence, interview notes
Folder 380: Notes on Fry interview with Ernestine Powell, AP associate 1947+

Box 19: 1950s
Folder 381: Original NWP documents, 1950s
Folder 382: 1950s press clippings
Folder 383: 1950s NWP documents
Folder 383a: 1950s NWP correspondence

Folder 384: 1950s documents re United Nations and women, including photographic print of AP and letter from Eleanor Roosevelt re NWP

Folder 385: 1950s World Woman’s Party

Folder 385a: (In Oversize Box 2): Original correspondence between AP, Hazel Hallinan and Elsie Maitland re World Woman’s Party

Folder 386: ERA documents, 1950s, including originals

Folder 387: Meta Heller correspondence re AP in 1950s

Folder 388: Notes on Fry interview with Annette Tripiciano, 1950s NWP employee and Belmont House resident

**Box 20: 1960s**

Folder 389: 1960s-70s press clippings on AP

Folder 390: 1960s ERA-related documents

Folder 391: 1960s NWP documents, including originals

Folder 392: 1960s NWPP correspondence

Folder 393: Documents related to Title VII, 1964 Civil Rights Act

Folder 394: Documents related to U.S. Commission on the Status of Women

Folder 395: 1960s press clippings

Folder 396: United Nations Commission on Status of Women, 1960s

Folder 397: Barbara Ireton interview notes and correspondence

Folder 398: Jan Simko, Belmont House resident in 1960s: notes on interview; photocopy of photo with AP

**Box 21: 1970-82**

Folder 399: 1970s NWP documents

Folder 399a: Selected NWP Bulletin/newsletters, 1966-82

Folder 400: Fry interviews re AP/NWP in 1970s: Meta Grace Keebler; Letha Mae Glover; Mrs. Butler Franklin; Nellie Gray; Connie Scott (nurse); notes and correspondence
Folder 401: 1970-82 ERA-related documents, including originals
Folder 402: 1970-82 ERA-related correspondence, including originals
Folder 403: 1970-74 ERA press clippings, including originals
Folder 404: 1975-82 ERA press clippings, many originals, also photos of marches
Folder 405: 1970s AP correspondence
Folder 406: 1970 ERA correspondence given Fry by Winona McGuire
Folder 407: (new) Congressional Union, 1980-81, including ERA button and CU button
Folder 408: Photocopies of AP room at Belmont House and Fry notes; unrelated correspondence; Fry note re Gerda Lerner and AP anti-Semitism
Folder 409: Partial transcript, 1981 Fry interview with Peg Edwards
Folder 410: Documents re AP and abortion

Series IV. Oral Histories, Memoirs, and Biographical Information

Box 22: Oral histories and Memoirs

Folders 411-416: Alice Paul oral histories
Folder 411a-f: Editing transcript, 1971-2 interview by Amelia Fry
Folder 412: Marjorie Nelson-AP 1971 interview transcript; Fry notes
Folder 413: Partial transcript, Robert Gallagher-AP 1973 interview; Fry notes, and Gallagher published articles
Folder 414: Fry notes on 1973 Midge McKenzie-AP recorded interview
Folder 415: Transcript, 1975 Joan Hoff-Wilson-AP interview
Folder 416: Transcript, 1975 Edward R. King-AP interview
Folder 417: Transcript, 1964 Adele Clark-Winston Broadfoot interview for Southern Oral History Project
Folder 418: Elizabeth R. Crosby memoir of life at Belmont House; correspondence bet. Fry & Crosby
Folder 419: Transcripts, Hazel Hunkins Hallinan interviews: 1979 by Stephen Peet, 1979/80 by Fry, 1975 by F. Ingersoll (attached to M. Vernon Berkeley SOHP interview); 1977 Hallinan talk to Women’s Press Club
Folder 420: Transcript, Elsie Hill 1968 interview by Morton Tenzer
Folder 421: Transcript of Fry interview with Clare Boothe Luce; Fry-Luce and related correspondence re Luce’s work for Belmont during suffrage and some post-1920 info

Folder 422: Bound transcript of Rebecca Hourwich Reyher 1977 oral history interview by Fry and Ingersoll

Folder 423: Excerpt from and bound copy of “The Book of Thel,” Thelma Spencer memoir about Belmont House life

Box 23: Alice Paul related materials from other archival collections

Folders 424-429: Research notes and documents from collections at the Schlesinger Library

Folder 424: Jane Norman Smith Papers

Folder 425: Doris Stevens Papers + articles on DS by Trigg and Rupp

Folder 426: DS lawsuit against AP over Belmont will

Folder 427: DS lawsuit against AP over Belmont will con’t

Folder 428: Anna Kelton Wiley Papers

Folder 429: Two undated scripts about Alice Paul, authors Daphne Greaves and Jan Bollet

Folders 430-433: Research from other collections

Folder 430: Caroline Katzenstein Papers (at PA Historical Society)

Folder 431: Lucia V. Grimes Papers (at U Michigan)

Folder 432: Coline Jenkins Collection (held by Jenkins)

Folder 433: Documents related to books of Alice Paul held by SL and API

Box 24: Biographical files pre- and post-1920

Folder 434: List of post-1920 oral history interviews by Fry prepared by Corona Machemer; Machemer in possession of original tapes; Fry notes on cassette tapes made by Donald Paul; tapes at API

Folder 435: List, name Identifications c. 1972; Fry index cards with NWP name identifications

Folder 436: Jane Addams: notes from Addams Collection microfilm

Folder 437: Obituary for Edith Ainge from Equal Rights 1948
Folder 438: Susan B. Anthony: SBA letter presented to NWP in 1935; SBA diary entry from 1871; note on SBA secretary who gave her desk to AP

Folder 439: Caroline Lexow Babcock: Fry-CLB correspondence re AP; late 1970s articles on Babcock

Folder 440: Mary Ritter Beard: Biographical articles on MRB; letters from Stevens papers

Folder 440a: Alva Belmont: Articles by and about Belmont

Folder 441: Lucy Burns: Articles and research about LB

Folder 442: Correspondence with son of Mietza Heldring Bye (AP Woodbrooke classmate); research on Bye

Folder 443: Research on Carrie Chapman Catt material from NAWSA records, including 1915 correspondence with AP (one original?) and 1930s response to Irwin, from Catt papers, and article by Hurwitz

Folder 444: Fry notes on 1979 conversation with Elizabeth Chittick re AP

Folder 445: 1924 article on Katharine Beach Day

Folder 446: Research on Dorothy Detzer Denny (WILPF post-1920), including transcript of interview re AP

Folder 447: Two articles on Lavinia Dock and excerpt from her 1905 diary

Folder 448: Information on Mary DuBrow (picket)

Folder 449: Correspondence between Mary Eastwood (knew AP in 1960s) and Fry

Folder 450: Catherine Flanagan: letters to husband c. 1920 and correspondence between Fry and Patsy McDonald, Flanagan’s granddaughter

Folder 451: Correspondence between Charles Hagar, former AP handyman in 1970s, and Fry

Folder 452: Hazel Hunkins Hallinan: Obituaries; Fry-Hallinan letters and Hallinan letters to other researchers

Folder 453: Louise Havemeyer: two published articles by her about her suffrage work

Folder 454: Elsie Mary Hill: materials and notes from Hill Papers at Vassar; original press clippings on Hill sisters and Elsie Hill obits; correspondence related to Hill papers and interviews

Folder 455: Edith Houghton Hooker and Katharine Houghton Hepburn: notes on phone interview with K. Hepburn (actor); Hooker obit from *Equal Rights*; article by KHH; research notes

Folder 456: Fry notes on interview with Margery Leonard, 1950s NWP
Folder 457: Correspondence from SL between Irwin and Maud (Wood Park?) and Irwin-Catt post-1920

Folder 458: Articles by and about Florence Kelley from the 1920s and 1930s; excerpt from Meg Murray interview with Clara B. about FK; Kelley NAW profile

Folder 459: Elizabeth T. Kent: Bios of Kent and husband from Claremont College archives; research notes on Kent papers at Yale; miscellaneous notes

Folder 460: Ruth Sargent’s Gail Laughlin, ERA’s Advocate (1979)

Folder 461: Dora Kelly Lewis: notes and documents from Lewis Papers at PA Historical Society; Fry correspondence with Lewis descendant; Lewis descendant paper about DKL

Folder 461a: NWP correspondence to/from Anne Martin; Fry correspondence with Martin biographer; material from Martin Papers (Bancroft Library)

Folder 462: Correspondence between Fry and Burnita Shelton Matthews (VP of NWP); biographical material on Matthews

Folder 463: Louise Parker Mayo: articles in Boston & Framingham newspapers; paper on Framingham suffrage movement

Folder 464: Elizabeth McShane article on the prison experience, 1917 (contemp. reprint)

Folder 465: Correspondence and materials related to Mildred Scott Olmsted (post-1920)

Folder 466: Mary Philbrook Papers Inventory; materials and correspondence related to MP

Folder 467 Anita Pollitzer: materials from Pollitzer Papers at Vassar; correspondence between Fry and Pollitzer or people connected with Pollitzer

Folder 468: Two articles on Jeannette Rankin from Montana: the Magazine of Western History

Folder 469: Consuelo Reyes (M. Vernon companion): Correspondence with Fry; Fry notes on 1977 interview; medal from 1950s disarmament conference

Folder 470: Rebecca Hourwich Reyher: transcript of 1978 speech; bibliography of Reyher organizing activity c. 1918; Fry-Reyher correspondence in 1970s; photos of Reyher c. 1970s; obituaries of Reyher; Fry notes on unrecorded 1978 and 1983 interviews

Folder 471: Paper by Grace Crandall Richardson (NAWSA) from Claremont College archives on participation in suffrage movement, 1911-1920

Folder 472: James Brown Scott: lover of Doris Stevens. Info about his papers and Fry notes about same

Folder 473: MacKays: notes on Jessie Hardy Stubbs MacKaye papers at Dartmouth; 1974 letter to AP from Benton MacKaye
Folder 474: Letter from Peter Gram Swing; Fry notes from 1980-1 interviews with Alice Gram Robinson

Folder 475: Research notes and correspondence re Mary Van Kleeck; info on Van Kleeck Papers at Smith

Folder 476: Mabel Vernon: correspondence from MV Papers; biographical info on MV; 1972 published interview in women’s studies journal

Folder 477: Two articles and a poem re Amelia Himes Walker; Walker obit

Folder 478: Fry 1980s correspondence with Izetta Jewel Miller Watkins (post-1920)

Folder 479: Sue Shelton White: selected documents from White Papers at SL; 1919 article by White; Fry research notes

Folder 480: Mary Winsor Papers info; memoir of prison experience by Mary Winsor; 1914 article by same

Folder 481: Edith Wynner (post-1920): release for 1984 interview, letter from interviewer (K. Hahn)

Folder 482: Maud Younger: NAW entry; “Diary of a Woman Lobbyist” from NWP records and McClure’s articles “Revelations of a Woman Lobbyist”; “Lost Women” article from Ms.; research notes

Series V: Alice Paul Personal Papers, 1920-1977

Box 25: Personal Papers

Folder 483: FBI file on AP/NWP, 1920s-1950s

Folder 484: Research related to the acquisition of the Maud Wood Park Papers, 1940s, and Alice Paul Papers by the Schlesinger Library, 1985

Folder 484a: Documents and correspondence related to the purchase of the Alice Paul estate, late 1970s to mid-1980s

Folder 485: Correspondence and press clippings related to AP post-1920 relationship with Swarthmore and Penn

Folder 486: AP personal letters from AP 1920s-50; Washington College of Law transcripts and catalog; period original postcards of Echo Lake, VT

Folder 486a: AP personal letters, 1950s-80

Folder 487: Documents and correspondence related to AP inheritance including Tacie Paul and Wm. Parry wills; AP bequests from Abigail and Hannah Paul
Folder 488: Documents related to AP health, 1970s
Folder 489: Documents related to AP finances, 1970s
Folder 490: Biographies or articles about AP, post-1920(some originals)
Folder 490a: AP writings, post-1920, including law school thesis excerpt and 1930 Congressional Digest article
Folder 491: Correspondence, obituaries, press clippings and documents related to death of AP, 1977
Folder 492: AP medical records from Greenleaf Home, 1975-7
Folder 493: Interview excerpt with Beatrice Hawthorne Moore re AP

Series VI. Photographs

Box 26: 1900-1977 photo prints and copies
Folder 494: Prints pre 1917
Folder 495: Prints 1917-18
Folder 496: Photocopies of Paulsdale and personal AP family photos; negatives of photos taken at estate auction by Fry
Folder 497: Photocopies, 1920-50
Folder 498: Photocopies, 1951-77
Folder 499: Photographic prints, 1921-77
Folder 500: Original photographs of AP or AP-related

Series VII. Fry Interview Tapes

Box 27: Tapes
1-Cassette tapes of Fry interviews with AP relatives and classmates (transcripts in boxes 1 and 2)
2-Cassette tapes made by Donald Paul, some conversing with AP (not transcribed)
3-Cassette and reel-to-reel tapes, copies of original 1972 Fry-Paul interview (see Folder 411 for editing transcript)
4-Tapes of Fry interviews with post-1920 associates of AP (currently in possession of Corona Machemer); some transcripts in other boxes.

Oversize Box 1: (see folder list for details)
Folder 72: Alice Paul Thesis, University of Pennsylvania
Folder 270: Jailed for Freedom booklet (original)

Oversize Box 2: (see folder list for details)
Folder 344: AP scrapbook, international feminist organization
Folder 347a: Original, “The Nationality of Women”
Folder 349a: ILO Correspondence, 1935-6
Folder 371a: 1940s NWP originals
Folder 373a: Selected Equal Rights journal originals